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environmental ideas (such as conservationism, limits to growth,
environmental economics), and the international institutional activities related to formation of the sustainability concept (for example
the Brundtland Commission, Earth Summit, Kyoto).
The second unit focuses on present theoretical debates regarding
the sustainability concept, with an emphasis on economic and
ethical disciplinary approaches. Appropriately, the unit begins
squarely with the contemporary problem of defining sustainability.
Subsequent chapters detail the extensive role that economic theory
has played in the debate through contested notions of: growth;
determination of economic activity costs over generational time;
precautionary approaches to economic risk; assessment of sustainability through economic indicators, such as ecological space and
ecological footprint analyses; and regulation mechanisms to achieve
sustainability, such as ecological tax reform. Later chapters review
the intricate problem of assessing the economic value of ecological
and human health services, followed by the ethical theory that
underlies debates about sustainability; here values of individualism,
utility, liberty, and responsibility to community or future generations are explored for their contradictions in various political and
economic manifestations.
The third unit, a single chapter, focuses on the post-modernist
dilemma, in which the principal conceptual threads that have woven
together a contemporary concept of sustainability, as well as some of
the governmental institutions that may have applied it, are unravelling. The author concludes with a strong assertion that an evolved,
‘reflexive’ ‘pursuit of sustainability’ is a necessary choice for the
future.
The book is intended for readers new to the subject area, such as
students and activists, as well as academics more familiar with the
material. Principles is accessibly written, and well structured for
introducing the context and concepts that shape contemporary
sustainability definitions. However, having taught a course on
sustainability science for third-year students, I would take issue
with the assertion that it will serve as a stand-alone primer on
sustainability for all readers new to the topic. Principles may assume
too much a priori education and understanding for undergraduate
students, for example; this is particularly apparent in the book’s
second unit, in which complex economic theoretical debates are
presented. Students and readers who are unfamiliar with micro and
macro economic studies, competing economic theories, and nearpast political events will find this unit overwhelming. Many of my
students were born when the Brundtland Commission released Our
Common Future (1987), were toddlers during the fall of the Berlin
Wall (1989), and started first grade during the Earth Summit (1992).
Most are from natural science disciplines, with spotty educational
training in economics, philosophy, politics and history. Some are
politically conservative, and would find the book politically biased. I
would recommend Principles as a text in a course where supplemental lectures would assist these students in grasping the more
complex concepts in historical context, and provide an airing of
multiple political perspectives on sustainability concepts.
I found a few places where additional content would have
improved Principles, while meeting the author’s aim of clarity and
brevity. Given the renewed interest in scientific contributions in the
application of sustainability concepts, I would ask for a section on
the contribution of scientific theoretical debates and scientific actors
in sustainability concepts. Principles lacked information on how
international policy negotiations related to ‘sustainability’ increasingly conflict with policies related to trade liberalization and
‘harmonization’ efforts, a topic that is imperative to the current

sustainability definitions and related activities; Dresner would do
well to address this topic in depth in a second printing.
Principles is one of a handful of books available that teach about
sustainability, and as such, is an invaluable resource for instruction
on these topics in higher education institutions. I will use Principles
to provide a conceptual and historical context for two other texts I
have used, a collected set of essays in Earth Summit 2002: A New
Deal (Earthscan, 2002), and abbreviated research articles in A
Survey of Sustainable Development: Social and Economic Dimensions
(Island Press, 2002), in a course designed for third-year, undergraduate students. Principles is a useful map that guides advanced
students and sophisticated readers through the present-day understanding and pursuit of sustainability.
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The subject of The Earth’s Biosphere is, as the title suggests, an integrated, multidisciplinary description of life on Earth and how it
evolved. Beginning with a discussion of the planetary conditions
necessary for carbon-based life as they are understood, and the
probabilities of these conditions being met in the Universe, the book
describes life’s diversity and resilience. The energy fluxes that drive
life, and the biogeochemical cycles of the elements that both allow
life to exist and, in part, are driven by life, are then described and
quantified. The extent of the biosphere, its mass and productivity,
and its dynamics and organization follow, with a final chapter on
how ‘Man, alone, violates the established order’, as the author so
aptly quotes V.I. Vernadsky.
This book will be of interest to anyone with a longing to better
understand the world. It is not an easy read, being both broad in its
range, and deep in its coverage, but it is a fascinating one. It goes far
beyond being merely a qualitative description of the biosphere, but
rather attempts to quantify every process and flux, detail every
chemical change, illustrate every argument, reference every statement. There is so much here; it is a book to read and to return to.
Vaclav Smil has written many wonderful books, on energy, food
production, fertilizers and biogeochemical cycles, and The Earth’s
Biosphere is another such book: wise, thought-provoking and highly
informative. It is beautifully illustrated with black and white figures,
and supplemented with appendices, a list of relevant web sites and a
large and very up-to-date bibliography. How one man can master
such a range of published material and integrate it into such an
absorbing book is itself a marvel!
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